Benign epileptiform variants (BEVs) are often noted in routine electroencephalogram (EEG) monitoring and are sometimes misinterpreted as epileptiform discharges. Six and 14 Hz positive spikes are one of such BEVs seen especially in children. However, these variants can also be seen in intensive care unit EEG recordings. Here, we have reviewed the history and electrical details of these 6 and 14 Hz variants with their clinical significance.
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### Introduction

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a diagnostic test primarily used in patients with suspected epilepsy. It consists of various waveforms and different patterns seen over different brain regions and in different age groups. These waveforms and patterns could be normal or abnormal. However, certain waveforms mimic the morphology of epileptiform discharges but have no association with epilepsy. These waveforms are known as benign epileptiform variants (BEVs). An inexperienced electroencephalographer may report it as epileptiform discharges and this can lead to a wrong diagnosis and management. Classically, there are six variants of BEVs described, classification of which is shown in Table 1.

### Six and 14 Hz Positive Spikes

Six and 14 Hz positive spikes are patterns seen frequently in routine EEG screening. They are usually benign in nature, and no correlation was found with any epilepsy disorder in various case reports and studies. This article describes their normal appearance, distribution, pathological phenotypes, and their significance.

### Historical Background and Nomenclature

This unique EEG pattern was originally described by Gibbs and Gibbs in 1951; since then there has been growing interest in this EEG finding. They found this pattern in EEG of young and adolescent children with the history of the epileptiform disorder. It has also been described in young children with headache. Subsequently, many electroencephalographers have positively identified this pattern in many young children in various case studies and scenarios. Gibbs and Gibbs had originally coined the term 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes because the pattern comes in a frequency of either 6 or 14 Hz. The term positive spikes denote spiky morphology and positive polarity at the site of origin of the pattern. Lombroso et al called this pattern “ctenoids” because of its morphology resemblance with a...
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comb (Greek meaning of ktenos). Although till date 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes were the most common term for this pattern, presently it is being replaced by 6 and 14 Hz positive bursts.

Characteristics
In general population, 6 and 14 Hz positive bursts begin to appear at the age of 1 to 5 years and maximally seen in children aged between 13 and 15 years, thereafter its incidence progressively decreases with age. The 6-Hz positive spikes predominate in infants and after the age of 40 years, while 14-Hz positive spikes predominate or combine with 6-Hz spikes in the other age groups. The amplitude is usually less than 60 microvolt. Prevalence of this BEV varies from 0.5 to 6% among children undergoing EEG for various reasons. However, different case studies show variable incidence rates in different age groups of the patients. Differences in incidence of this BEV could be due to different age group studied, amount of EEG recorded in sleep, and awake state and the type of the montage used in the recording. As the name suggests, it appears as a burst of positive spikes at a frequency of 6 Hz or 14 Hz. Although named 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes, a burst may have the frequency that ranges from 5 to 7 Hz and 12 to 15 Hz. Usually, either 6 Hz or 14 Hz positive spikes predominate in an individual but occasionally both can be seen in the same patient. It lasts from 0.5 to 2 seconds in duration and most frequently seen over the posterior or mid-temporal region. As mentioned previously, its morphology resembles that of a comb and appears as “arc like” waveform over posterior temporal leads. The pattern consists of an alternating positive spiky component with negative smooth and rounded waveform. Superficially it mimics sleep spindles with sharp positive phases.

Six and 14 Hz positive spikes usually appear in stages of drowsiness and light sleep; however, sometimes they can be seen in rapid eye movement sleep also. The pattern is usually small in amplitude and best seen in a referential montage (Fig. 1A) and may not be clearly visible in the bipolar montage (Fig. 1B). It usually appears asynchronously or independently over both the hemisphere. Sometimes, it is seen synchronously on both the sides. It may have a predilection for one hemisphere, which may change over time from one hemisphere to another hemisphere in the

Fig. 1 (A) Average referential montage in a young child during light sleep showing 6 Hz positive spikes. (B) Longitudinal bipolar montage of the same discharge.
same patient. Occasionally, it can be confused with mu rhythm, which also has arciform or comb-like appearance; however, there are several distinctive features between the two, which can easily help in distinguishing between them (Table 2).

**Clinical Significance**

Many studies were done in the past to find out the significance of this pattern, but none of the studies had shown a direct causal relationship of this pattern with any of the neurological disorders. There are a few case reports that raise the possibility of an association between 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes and some neurological disorders. In past, this pattern has also been described with some psychiatric symptoms such as behavior abnormality, violence, rage, emotional lability, and in some cases of neurovegetative symptoms such as a nonspecific headache, vertigo, dizziness, abdominal discomfort, and psychogenic nonepileptiform disorders.

---

**Table 2** Distinguishing points between 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes and Mu rhythm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6–14 Hz positive spikes</th>
<th>Mu rhythm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive spikes, occurring in bursts of &lt; 1 sec</td>
<td>Spiky negative and rounded positive component, usually lasts for several seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency is either 14 or 6 Hz</td>
<td>Frequency is 8–10 Hz (α range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appears in drowsiness and disappears in sleep</td>
<td>Occurs in awake state and attenuates on movement the contralateral limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occurs mostly over posterior temporal and parietal regions</td>
<td>Occurs predominantly over central head region (C3, C4, Cz electrode)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Six and 14 Hz Positive Spikes in Pathological Conditions**

The occurrence of 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes in hepatic encephalopathy was first described in 1958 by Poser and Zei-gler in a patient of alcoholic cirrhosis. In 1963, Silverman described a case of acute liver failure with hepatic encephalopathy who had similar spikes. Correlation between these spikes and hepatic encephalopathy was ascertained by the fact that these spikes disappeared after patient recovered from hepatic coma. We have also seen this pattern in hepatic encephalopathy (Fig. 2). Yamada et al had described few cases of Reye syndrome with 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes in their EEG and stated that this pattern is found in a certain stage of the illness and may have diagnostic importance. Although mainly seen in patients with hepatic encephalopathy, any patient with encephalopathy can have 6 and 14 Hz positive spikes in their EEG. In one case report, 6 and 14 Hz positive burst had been noted preceding 3 Hz spike and wave discharges in a young girl with absence epilepsy. Unilateral 6 and 14 Hz positive bursts had also been described in young women after surgical resection of arteriovenous malformation. Association has been found between this controversial pattern and children with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder symptoms and in patients with periodic lateralized epileptiform discharges.

**Conclusion**

Six and 14 Hz positive bursts or spikes are normal findings in young adolescent children, but the presence of this pattern in a setting of encephalopathy warrants assessment of the underlying hepatic function.
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**Fig. 2** Fourteen Hz positive spikes in average referential montage in patients with hepatic encephalopathy. Note moderate-to-severe slowing of background electrical activity.
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